PRESERVING KU’S RICH HISTORY

An anti-Vietnam War march down Massachusetts Street, October 25, 1970. KU University Archives.

1970: The Year that Rocked KU is a new, digital exhibition from the University of Kansas Libraries that offers a unique look at our storied university during a year of campus uprisings and student protests that addressed a variety of injustices. Featuring historic materials from the University Archives, the online exhibit can be explored and shared at rockcha.lk/KULib1970.

KU Libraries and the University Archives play a key role in preserving the distinctive traditions of our celebrated university. We aim to reconnect friends and alumni with campus by showcasing our materials through compelling exhibitions. You can support the University Archives by becoming a friend of KU Libraries. As a friend of the libraries, you will help to preserve and build upon our critical resources and diverse collections for current and future generations of Jayhawks.

Become a friend of the libraries: lib.ku.edu/friend